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Objective 

Hydrogen and fuel cell technologies have significant potential to enable energy transition to a clean 

andlow carbon system which will result in greatly reduced greenhouse gas emissions and improved 

air quality. One of the main challenge to completing this transition regards transportation and 

storage of gaseous and liquid hydrogen. Development of pressure vessels made 100% with carbon 

reinforced composite materials (linerless or type V) can replace metallic tanks with considerable 

weight saving and capacity increasing. However, in absence of a liner that could acts as a barrier for 

the high pressure contained gases, permeation can takes place through the composite microcraks. 

The objective of this work is to determine suitable combination of properties needed in the polymer 

matrix and the composite for minimizing microcraking. 

Methodology 

Two different cured agents were evaluated for epoxy systems. Halloysite nanotubes (HNTs) were 

also incorporated for different concentrations as an alternative to increase matrix toughness. Critical 

materials properties were measured for all matrix epoxies: glass transition temperature (Tg), 

fracture toughness (K1c), tensile strength (S) and elastic modulus (E). Finally, the laminate 

configuration for specimens was [0/90/90/0]s with a carbon fiber volume fraction set to 50%. 

Microcraking density evolution was measured under uniaxial traction test. 

Results 

HNTs incorporation produced a matrix toughness increase of more than 40% while the rest of the 

properties staid almost constant. Consequently, for this system, the microcracking onset was 

delayed showing that K1c is an important properties to be consider in the microcracking resistance 

of the laminates. On the other hand, the most resistant laminate corresponds to the epoxy system 

presenting higher S and E, despite the high Tg and coefficient of thermal expansion which contribute 

to residual stress. 

Contributions 

Understanding of microcracking phenomenon is essential to fully design linerless storage tank and 

pressure vessels. Matrix selection affects the microcrack resistance of the laminate and may be 

consider as a fundamental stage. 


